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Abstract— In Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks (VANETs), authentication is a crucial security service for both 

inter-vehicle and vehicle roadside communications. On the other hand, vehicles have to be protected from the 

misuse of their private data and the attacks on their privacy. In this paper, we investigate the authentication 

issues. Communications are becoming more wireless and mobile than ever. Thus, in the near future, we can 

expect that vehicles will be equipped with wireless devices, which will enable the formation of Vehicular Ad 

Hoc NETworks (VANETs). The main goal of these wireless networks will consist in providing safety and 

comfort to passenger. Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANET) has mostly gained the attention of today’s 

research efforts, while current solutions to achieve secure VANET, to protect the network from adversary 

and attacks still not enough, trying to reach a satisfactory level, for the driver and manufacturer to achieve 

safety of life and infotainment. The need for a robust VANET networks is strongly dependent on their 

security and privacy features. In ACPN, we introduce the public-key cryptography (PKC) to the pseudonym 

generation, which ensures legitimate third parties to achieve the non-repudiation of vehicles by obtaining 

vehicles’ real IDs. The existing ID-based signature (IBS) scheme and the ID-based online/offline signature 

(IBOOS) scheme are used, for the authentication between the road side units (RSUs) and vehicles, and the 

authentication among vehicles, respectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are a subgroup of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) with the distinguishing 

property that the nodes are vehicles like cars, trucks, buses and motorcycles. This implies that node movement is restricted by 
factors like road course, encompassing traffic and traffic regulations. Because of the restricted node movement it is a feasible 

assumption that the VANET will be supported by some fixed infrastructure that assists with some services and can provide 

access to stationary networks. The fixed infrastructure will be deployed at critical locations like slip roads, service stations, 

dangerous intersections or places well-known for hazardous weather conditions. 

   In VANETs, the user authentication is a crucial security service for access control in both inter-vehicle and vehicle-roadside 

communication. On the other hand, vehicles have to be protected from the misuse of their private data and the attacks on their 

privacy, meanwhile, be capable of being investigated from accidents or liabilities for non-repudiation. Peculiarly, safety 

applications require a strong mutual authentication, because most of the safety related messages may contain life-critical 
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information [12].Therefore in this paper, along with the development of the VANET technology based on advancing smart 

vehicles, and other undiscovered potential threats on security, we are committed to solving the issues of authentication 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In [6], The security and performance analysis show that our scheme can achieve efficient group signature based authentication 

while keeping conditional privacy for VANETs. 

 

In [7], The security of VANET of the road condition information transferring system is crucial. For example, it is essential to 

make sure that life-critical information cannot be inserted or modified by an attacker. The system should be able to help 

establish the liability of drivers; but at the same time, it should protect as far as possible the privacy of the drivers and 

passengers. In fact, there are very few academic publications describing the security architecture of VANETs. So integrate the 

characteristics of ad hoc network itself, concerned the security issues of VANETs from only a few aspects based on some 

referential papers and provide the appropriate solving measures. 

 
In [8], The scheme suggested in this paper can be implemented on any network simulator and one such simulation reports that 

this approach for VANET authentication scheme efficiently overcomes Sybil and Impersonation attacks, a major crisis to 

authentication. As Identities are used, but not directly to authenticate on the go, it provides privacy which is also adaptive. Thus 

it makes a strong case for implementation on VANET. 

 

Routing in Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks: A Survey 

AUTHORS : F. Li and Y. Wang 

Vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is an emerging new technology integrating ad hoc network, wireless LAN (WLAN) and 

cellular technology to achieve intelligent inter-vehicle communications and improve road traffic safety and efficiency. VANETs 

are distinguished from other kinds of ad hoc networks by their hybrid network architectures, node movement characteristics, 
and new application scenarios. Therefore, VANETs pose many unique networking research challenges, and the design of an 

efficient routing protocol for VANETs is very crucial. In this article, we discuss the research challenge of routing in VANETs 

and survey recent routing protocols and related mobility models for VANETs. 

 

III. SECURITY IN VANET 

The security of VANETs is one of the most critical issues because their information transmission is propagated in open access 

environments. It is necessary that all transmitted data cannot be injected or changed by users who have malicious goals. 

Moreover, the system must be able to detect the obligation of drivers while still maintaining their privacy. VANET packets 

contains life critical information hence it is necessary to make sure that these packets are not inserted or modified by the 

attacker; likewise the liability of drivers should also be established that they inform the traffic environment correctly and within 

time. These security problems do not similar to general communication network. The size of network, mobility, geographic 

relevancy etc makes the implementation difficult and distinct from other network security.These problems in VANET are 
difficult to solve because In terms of security implementation, there are several layers which are used in proposed protocols to 

deploy security policies but one of the most often-used levels is layer three for implementation security [12]. There are several 

methods to assure security in the network world which are also applicable in wireless networks. 

 

IV. RELATED WORK 

A. Attacks on authentication: There are two kinds of attacks related to authentication in VANETs and are given as follows 

Impersonation attack: The attacker pretends to be another entity. The impersonation attack can be performed by stealing other 

vehicular entities’ credentials for authentication. As a consequence, some warnings sent to a specific entity would be sent to an 

undesired one.  
 

B. Sybil attack: The attacker uses different identities at the same time. In this way, e.g., a single attacker could pretend as 

a vehicle and reports the existence of a false traffic bottleneck. 

 

   PKC is based on asymmetric key algorithms, where the key used to encrypt a message is not the same as the key used to 

decrypt it . Many existing PKC schemes are available to be utilized in the PKC-based pseudonym generation.  Each vehicle c 

has a pair of cryptographic keys, i.e., a public encryption key pkc and a private decryption key skc. The cryptographic key pairs 
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are generated by the RTA periodically, and the public keys are transmitted to every RSU in its service region through secure 

channels. Each key pkc is broadcast to all vehicles by the RSU, while the corresponding private key skc is known only to the 

RTA. In this way, a vehicle can obtain a public key pkc and generate the PKC-based pseudonym from the current public key, 

which can be decrypted only with the  corresponding RTA’s private key skc. 

   For better authentication without any compromises at the initial phase of registration and faster verification of this authenticity 

on road, two different schemes are used. The first scheme identity Based Signature (IBS) makes use of the real world identity of 
the uses to authenticate itself with the RTA. The RTA in turn provide the user with parameters. In the second scheme, Identity 

Based Online / Offline Signature (IBOOS) two phases are employed. In the offline phase, using the RTA verified parameters, 

offline signature is generated and in the online phase, message is used in addition to the private key for generation of online 

signature (The process of verification in the online phase, makes use of online signature & message and hence less time 

consuming and efficient). 

 

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS IN VANET 

Authentication of message legitimacy is provided by the digital signature of the sender and the corresponding CA certificate. 

The only guarantee that this provides is that the message comes from a vehicle that was trusted, at least when the keys were 

issued. Availability can be totally guaranteed.[7] the ways in which an attacker can disrupt the network service are limited. 

outsiders can only mount jamming attacks. Starting from the initial assumptions we have the following facts: Vehicles cannot 

claim to be other vehicles since they only interact with their anonymous public keys vehicles cannot cheat about their position 
and related parameters if a secure positioning solution is used a vehicle cannot deny having sent a message because it is signed 

by an anonymous key that belongs exclusively to the sender. Using these facts, the security of a VANET is more a certainty 

than an assumption. 

 

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

 

A. Authentication Efficiency 

In this part, the efficiency of mutual authentication among vehicles in VANETs is evaluated through theoretical quantitative 

calculations for UVC. In ACPN, the efficiency of authentication is estimated by the communication delay among vehicles, in 

which we focus on the computational delay consumed by using cryptographic techniques including IBS and IBOOS schemes. 

We design the performance evaluation considering the following two situations/scenarios for the V2V authentication of ACPN 
in VANETs, named ACPN:Inner-RSUV2V and ACPN:Cross-RSU-V2V, which have been introduced in the operation of 

ACPN in Section 4 as the inner-RSU V2V authentication and the cross-RSU V2V authentication, respectively: 

Inner-RSU-V2V- In this situation, both the sender and the receiver vehicles are V2R authenticated to the 

current corresponding RSU within its communication range. Thus, the receiver owns the pseudonym and the POI set of the 

sender vehicle, and the sender vehicle can directly authenticate the receiver. 

Cross-RSU-V2V- In this situation, the receiver vehicle does not have the current pseudonym and the POI set of the sender 

vehicle in its storage. Thus, the receiver has to query  the corresponding RSU for the cross-RSU-V2V authentication. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a novel authentication framework with conditional privacy-preservation and non-repudiation for VANETs has 

been proposed, which utilizes the IBS and IBOOS schemes for the authentication.It achieves the desired authentication, 
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